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Dead butter out of the fridge

www.flabbythings.org
I live in it

I put myself in it
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I can do it

I live in it

It doesn’t scare me

A certain time
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Overcooked by the boiling water

Overcooked pasta out of the water
It doesn’t crack and there’s no

emptiness inside
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With the sound of water in my ears

I live in it for a certain time So now I stroll around
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It was not possible that I should have 
been born in 1964,

I was born in 1965 with no problem;
I would have had a problem if I had 

been born in 1965,

My mother would have delivered a mule 
in 1966 or a pure spirit in 1964,

Only in 1965 I could have been born
with or without a problem
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It had to be January or February or 
March 1965 before my mum and my

dad could throw me into flesh
In 1964 I was still a pure spirit,

And I was born into human flesh
in November 1965,

I was thrown into flesh in January,
February or March 1965,
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And born the same year in November,
I am human in my flesh because thrown 
in January, February or March 1965,

My mother would have been a mule,
My father a donkey

If I had been born in 1966,
I would have had a mule’s body in 1966,
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The spirit of I would have been thrown 
into a mule’s body in 1966,

I would have had a cat’s body if
I had been born in June, July 65,

I received a human body when my
father, mother called me to the

human flesh,
A cat’s body in June July 65,
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I remember been called in January
February or march 65 by my dad and 

my mum to the human flesh,

I remember well when dad mum called
to the human flesh,

I remember at that time been called 
upon by human a mule’s and a

cat’s flesh,

The soul that was my dad mum
called me to earth,
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But the spirit of my dad of my mum 
betrayed me,

I remember at that time I was very 
demanded,

I was lent a human body without asking, 
And I received a human body without 

asking,
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I came to earth in 1965 with a human 
body that has not been called back yet,

I fell on to the earth without asking,

I will give it back later when I will 
return to the world, the state of the 

world from which I was taken,

I received it without a problem as soon 
as January or February or March 65,
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That I left one day in 1965 through the 
will of my father and of my mother,

That I never left crying,

For it is the body and the flesh that 
call the flesh and not the spirit of the 

fathers and mothers

From the body and the flesh of my dad 
and my mum,
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But I also love to lie back to herI love Nathalie Toledo

To sleep I love to lie back to back
I cannot sleep if I don’t lie back to her
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We sleep together on our side
My best position to sleep is to lie back 

to her

We need our side to sleep
But not the same one

We cannot sleep together on our
stomach or on our back
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I sleep on the left side
Nathalie on the right side

We sleep neither on the same side 
Nor on the same side of the bed
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We must lie back to back at the
same time

Our knees touch
If we change bed side

We are facing each other
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We exchange breath

We prefer to rest back to backWe prefer to rest
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We prefer to sleep back to back

We feel secure sleeping back to back
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We don’t kick our feet or knock
our knees

We sleep back to back in peace
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Our sleep is peaceful

Experience taught us that it’s the bestIt is the best way to sleep
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The best way to rest is this wayWe prefer the best to any other
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We wake fit and well this way

The next day we can crack to work 
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We have a lifeless face when we sleep 
on our stomach, our back or when

our knees touch

The next day we do not have
a lifeless face

It often happens that we have
a lifeless face
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We cannot force ourselves to sleep
back to back

Ideally we prefer to not have it but
we do have it
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Sometimes we really need to see each other’s face
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